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Last summer, on August 21st,  I went to Bournemouth, where I attended a one-week CLIL 

Methodology Course at the Richard Language College. It was my first staff mobility period 

financed by Erasmus + whose referent is my colleague Carmen Marongiu of the IPIA 

Ferraris (Iglesias). 

The course was focused on an overview of language usage, skills and fluency practice, as 

well as a study of teaching CLIL techniques, and the rationale behind them. The topics 

covered were the following: 

– Language development

– Classroom Language

– Vocabulary acquisition

– Reading activities

– Listening activities

– Awareness and simplification of Language

– Aided research for resources

– Lesson planning and preparation

– Micro teaching

In the morning I was alone with my teacher, who was very inspiring and motivating, and in  

the afternoon, I met other foreign students who were from different countries, above all  

Spain,  Czech Republic and  Poland. Together, we practised some Clil lessons just like our 

pupils do, by checking the benefits of this new teaching approach, sharing our opinions 

and different culture, trying out new material,  playing games, and searching useful Clil 

websites to improve our teaching methods and increase students' motivation. I enjoyed 

this experience for several reasons: first because I had the opportunity to meet new people 

and new colleagues, with whom I compared my cultural background; secondly because I 

was on the other side, being a student again. I found particularly interesting to act and 

interact in a different context, an international one, where the lessons were not teacher- 

centred, but more focused on pair work, group work, or independent learning. I certainly 

improved my language skills and my teaching competences, and I will do my best to pass 

on this experience to my students and my Italian colleagues, with whom I had already 



collaborated  at school to develop lesson plans based on Clil techniques.  Thanks to this 

mobility, I reinforced and extended my professional network, and built up new contacts, 

too.  On  my  last  day,  I  was  awarded  a  certificate  of  achievement  for  successfully 

completing the course.

As far as my host family is concerned, I was very lucky. I was close to the college, just a 

few minutes walk, and the members, mother and son respectively about sixty and forty 

years old, were very kind and hospitable. Their English was very good: she was a retired  

secretary and her son was a teacher of music and technology. During the meals we talked 

about the latest news or about our lives and countries.

In  conclusion,  I  would  recommend  my  Erasmus+  experience  to  all  the  school  staff, 

because it is unique from the educational point of view and the personal growth. Now, 

even if I moved to another school, the Pertini, I am willing to share what I learned both with  

my new colleagues and my students. I am grateful for this great opportunity.


